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ABSTRACT: The effects of plan asymmetry on the earthquake response of one­
story systems are identified by comparing the dynamic response of an asymmetric­
plan system and the corresponding symmetric-plan system for a wide range of 
system parameters-uncoupled lateral vibration period, uncoupled torsional-to-lat­
eral frequency ratio, stiffness eccentricity, and yield factor. Elastic as weI! as in­
elastic systems are studied. For the latter, two values of the strength eccentricity 
are considered: equal to the stiffness eccentricity and zero; the latter is represen­
tative of code-designed buildings. Based on the response results for a wide range 
of system parameters, this paper identifies how the structural response is affected 
by plan asymmetry and how these effects differ between elastic and inelastic sys­
tems. It is shown that the response of inelastic systems is affected less by plan 
asymmetry compared to elastic systems. Between the two types of inelastic systems 
considered, the response of strength-symmetric systems is affected by plan asym­
metry general!y to a smaller degree compared to systems with equal strength and 
stiffness eccentricities. 
INTRODUCTION 
The effects of coupling between lateral and torsional motions on the earth­
quake response of asymmetric-plan buildings have been the subject of nu­
merous studies. Initially, most studies were concerned with the elastic re­
sponse of buildings, and the effects of lateral-torsional coupling for such 
systems are now well established. In recent years, the focus has shifted to 
inelastic systems in order to obtain results applicable to the design of build­
ings (Erdik ,1975; Irvine and Kountouris 1980; Kan and Chopra 1981; Tso 
and Sadek 1985; Bozorgnia and Tso 1986; Esteva 1987; Sadek and Tso 1988; 
Tso and Hongshan 1990). However, as recently demonstrated (Gool and Chopra 
1990b), these studies have not always arrived at consistent conclusions be­
cause the results of each investigation are restricted to the particular system 
and the underlying modeling assumptions. Obviously, a more comprehensive 
investigation is necessary in order to develop a better understanding of the 
inelastic response of asymmetric-plan systems, resulting in consistent, gen­
erally applicable conclusions that can provide the basis for improving tor­
sional provisions in building codes. 
This investigation is aimed toward filling this need. The one-story system 
investigated, although simple, is chosen to satisfy various requirements sug­
gested by our recent work (Goel and Chopra 1990b) to ensure wide appli­
cability of results. The earthquake response of an asymmetric-plan system 
and the corresponding symmetric-plan system are compared for a wide range 
of system parameters-uncoupled lateral vibration period, torsional-to-lat­
eral frequency ratio, stiffness eccentricity, and yield factor-with the ob­
jective of identifying how structural response is affected by plan asymmetry. 
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INTRODUCTIONI  
The effects of coupling between lateral and torsional motions on the earth­  
quake response of asymmetric-plan buildings have been the subject of nu­ t f 
merous studies. Initially, most studies were concerned with the elastic re­.  
sponse of buildings, and the effects of lateral-torsional coupling for such t   l    
systems are now well established. In recent years, the focus has shifted toted  
inelastic systems in order to obtain results applicable to the design of build­ f 
ings (Erdik ,1975; Irvine and Kountouris 1980; Kan and Chopra 1981; Tso;    
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cause the results of each investigation are restricted to the particular systems  t  r s lts f  i sti ti  r  r stri t  t  t  rti l r s st  
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inelastic response of asymmetric-plan systems, resulting in consistent, gen­inelastic response of asy etric-plan syste s, resulting in consistent, gen­
erally applicable conclusions that can provide the basis for improving tor­erally applicable conclusions that can provide the basis for i proving tor­
sional provisions in building codes.sional provisions in building codes. 
This investigation is aimed toward filling this need. The one-story system  
investigated, although simple, is chosen to satisfy various requirements sug­f   
gested by our recent work (Goel and Chopra 1990b) to ensure wide appli­
cability of results. The earthquake response of an asymmetric-plan system  .      l   
and the corresponding symmetric-plan system are compared for  wide range t  i  t i l  t     a i   
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SYSTEM AND GROUND MOTIONS
   I  
One-Story Systemt  t  
The system considered is the idealized one-story building shown in Fig.
          . 
1, which includes resisting elements oriented along the direction of ground
 f  
motion as well as perpendicular to the ground motion. The latter are included
    
to ensure widely applicable results (Goel and Chopra 1990b). Because the
  
system response is not sensitive to the number of elements along the direc­
 
tion of ground motion, two elements are sufficient (Goel and Chopra 1990b).
 ient   
Resisting elements are frames or walls having strength and stiffness in theirf ess  
only. The mass, stiffness, and strength properties of the system areplanes ,  f   
symmetrical about the x-axis, but not about the y-axis. This lack of sym­ f 
metry is characterized by the stiffness eccentricity es, the distance between  ss  n  
the center of mass (CM) and the center of stiffness (CS) (Goel and Chopra   ss  
1990a). Since plan asymmetry in most buildings arises from the distribution.   
of stiffness and not of mass, the system chosen is stiffness-eccentric and not s  s-eccentric  
mass-eccentric (Goel and Chopra 1990b). 
The natural, elastic vibration frequencies, 00 and 000, of the corresponding 
symmetric-plan
 system—a system withstem-   es = 0, but with the mass  of the 
 <o and w9, of the co responding 
   m f 
rigid deck, the lateral stiffnessss Ky of the system along the y-direction, and  
the torsional stiffnesss Kosas of the system about the CS the same as in the   
asymmetric-plan system—are given astem-   
00 ~~ (la)=  
m 
and 
Ka, 
we == ~~;~ (lb))000 
mr 
where r = the radius of gyration of the deck about the CM. The  of     ratio f 
the uncoupled torsional and lateral frequencies is defined as   
000 
0«e0 = (2) <oe-
00 
The force-deformation relationship of each resisting element is assumedtion  t  
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FIG.. 1.. Idealized One-Story System/l  
 to be elastic-perfectly plastic. The plastic center (or center of strength) istl     
defined as the location of the resultant of yield forces of the resisting ele­
ments (Goel and Chopra 1990b; Sadek and Tso 1988). The distance be­
      
ep 
tween the centers of strength and mass is defined as the strength eccentricity   
of the system. The strength eccentricity of an asymmetric-plan system is     
equal to its stiffness eccentricity if the yield forces of its resisting elementsss     
are the same as in the corresponding symmetric-plan system (Goel and Cho­ 
pra 1990a, 1990b). On the other hand, the strength eccentricity is zero if  
the yield forces of all the resisting elements are the same and if the elements               
are located symmetrically about the CM. Because the system response is     .      
affected by the relative values of the strength eccentricity and stiffness ec­ff ted  t  r l ti  l   t  tr t  tri it   tiff ss ­
centricity (Goel and Chopra 1990b) and the strength eccentricity of code-tri it  ( l  r  )  t  tr t  tri it   ­
designed buildings tends to be much smaller than their stiffness eccentricitysi  il i s t s t    s ll r t  t ir stiff ss tri it
(Goel and Chopra 1990a; Tso and Hongshan 1990), both values of are( l  r  ; s   s  ), t  l s f epp r  
considered:considered: eepp =  ees and = O.0.s and eepp
The yield deformations of resisting elements can be related to the strength 
eccentricity and the yield deformationi  uy of the corresponding symmetric­
  
 ep  -
plan system (Goel and Chopra 1990a). The latter is defined through the di- ­
mensionless yield factor  as c  
(3) 
where Uu„o == the peak deformation of the corresponding symmetric-plan (SDF) 
uy = cuo,„
the peak defor ation of the co responding symmetric-plan (SDF) 
system if it were to remain elastic during the selected ground motion. Thus,   
=  implies response within the elastic range for SDF systems but notc 1  
necessarily for asymmetric-plan systems;  indicates yield strength lower  c < 1   
than that necessary for the system to remain elastic. 
The elastic response of the system of Fig.  depends on the following    1  
system parameters: uncoupled vibration period  = 21T/oo; normalized stiff­ T ir/ >  
ness eccentricity ejr;  of the uncoupled torsional and lateral vibration Jr; ratio   
frequencies (le; and the damping  £. It has been demonstrated by Goel  fie   ratio ~. 
and Chopra (1990a) that the additional parameters needed to characterize thel  
inelastic response are: the  of the uncoupled vibration frequencies in x-  ratio   ­
and v-translation w^/w; the ratio yx of the torsional stiffness due to the re­ y  ooJ00;   'Y     ss    
sisting elements oriented perpendicular to the direction of ground motion to           
the total torsional stiffness at the CS of the system; the yield coefficient c;   ss         i ient  
the value of the strength eccentricity p relative to the stiffness eccentricityt  l   t  tr t  tri it  ep r l ti  t  t  tiff ss tri it  
; and the overstrength factor Os, by which the strength of the system ex­ess;  t  rstr t  f t r 0"  i  t  str t  f t  s st  ­
ceeds the value if it had no asymmetry in plan. Because the response ofs t  l  if it   s tr  i  l . s  t  r s s  f 
code-designed systems, which possess es, is essentially unaffected by- si  s st s, i  ss ss epp «  " is ss ti ll  ff ted  
yx and <ax/u> (Goel and Chopra 1990a), their values are fixed at typical values'Yx and oox/oo (Goel and Chopra 1990a), their values are fixed at typical values 
of 0.5 and 1, respectively.f .   , r s ti l . 
Consequently, the inelastic response of the system considered in this in­  
vestigation is characterized by the strength eccentricity  ep and the yield factor 
c, in addition to all the parameters that characterize the elastic system, i.e., 
0),0, fie,Oe es/r,/r, and ~, is selected as one.£, note that Osas  
Ground Motions 
The first ground motion selected is a half-cycle displacement pulse with    
its displacement, velocity, and acceleration histories shown in Fig. 2. This 
excitation has the desirable property of  smooth response spectrum (Fig.  a  
2), which facilitates identification of the effects of plan asymmetry on struc­ti   ts   
tural response. In order to demonstrate that the observations of structural   
response behavior for the simple input carry over to actual earthquake ground   
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FIG.. 2.. Response Spectrum for Half-Cycle Displacement Ground Motion witht ti  
Spectral Regions Identified 
motions, the second ground motion selected is the first 6.3 sec of the SOOEf  
component of the El Centra record obtained during the Imperial Valley earth­ o
quake of May 18, 1940 (Fig. 3). Various frequency regions in the response ,   
spectra for the two excitations have been identified previously (Veletsos andi   
Vann 1971) and are shown in Figs.  and 3, separated by points a, b, c, 2   
and d.. 
RESPONSE QUANTITIES 
The earthquake responses of an asymmetric-plan system and the corre­  
sponding symmetric-plan system are compared with the objective of iden­ f 
tifying how structural response is affected by the coupling of lateral andti i   t t l  i  t d  t  li  f l t l  
torsional motions arising from plan asymmetry. For this purpose, the peakt i l ti  i i   l  t .  t i . , t   
lateral displacement us of the asymmetric-plan system at its CS is comparedl t r l i l t Us f t  tri - l  t  t it   i  r
with the peak lateral deformation u„ of the corresponding symmetric-planit  t   l t r l f r ti  Uo of the corresponding symmetric-plan 
system, which is an elastic or inelastic system consistent with the asym­s ste , ic  is a  elastic r i elastic s ste  c siste t it  t e as ­
metric-plan system. Therefore, in contrast to Eq. 3, the meaning of u„ inetric- la  s ste . eref re, i  c trast t  . , t e ea i  f Uo i  
the rest of the paper is not restricted to elastic systems. From  design pointthe rest f the paper is not restricted to elastic syste s. ro  aa design point 
of view, it would be useful to know how much the design deformation forof vie , it ould be useful to kno  ho  uch the design defor ation for 
a resisting element increases because of plan asymmetry. For this purposea resisting ele ent increases because of plan asy etry. For this purpose 
«max the largest of peak deformations among all resisting elements, is also, the largest of peak defor ations a ong all resisting ele ents, is alsoUrn... 
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Identified 
compared with the peak element defonnationrm  uUo0 in the corresponding sym­ 
metric-plan system. 
The torsional response of the one-story asymmetric-plan system may be   
usefully characterized by the dynamic eccentricity ed. Suppose that the ground'  
motion produces peak lateral deformation us, peak base shear at the CS,nn  .  Vs  
peak torsional defonnation urm  o0,, and the peak base torque T6s in the asym­os 
metric-plan system. The same excitation causes peak deformation u0 and thenn i  Uo  
base shear  Vo0 in the corresponding symmetric-plan system. At least two dif­i  t  i  t i l  t . t l t t  i
ferent definitions of ed have been introduced previously for linearly elastict i iti      i t  i l   li l  l ti  
systems: (1) ed is the distance from the CS at which static application of thes st s: ( )  is t  ist  fr  t   t i  st ti  li ti  f t  
force 0 produces the base torque TBs (Hejal and Chopra 1989); and (2) edf r  Vo r s t  s  t r  os ( j l  r  );  ( ) e  
is the distance from the CS at which V„ should be applied to produce theis t e ista ce fr  t e  at ic  o should be applied to produce the 
torsional deformation uB (Erdik 1975). The two definitions are conceptuallytorsional defonnation Uo ( rdik 1975). he t o definitions are conceptually
different in that the static and dynamic values of the torque are matched indifferent in that the static and dyna ic values f the torque are atched in 
the first case, in contrast to the torsional deformation in the second case.the first case, in contrast to the torsional defonnation in the second case. 
Needed in this study is a definition for ed that also applies to inelastic sys­eeded in this study is a definition for e  that also applies to inelastic sys­
tems. In this case, the first definition based on matching of torque is notte s. In this case, the first definition based on atching of torque is not 
meaningful because the peak values of torque and base shear are restrictedeaningful because the peak values of torque and base shear are restricted 
to their yield values. Therefore, the definition based on matching of defor­to their yield values. Therefore, the definition based on matching of defor­
mations is selected, i.e.mations is selected, i.e. 
Kosuo Kgsu$0su$ os o 
ed = -- = -- (4)ed = Vo Kyu„y o 
 The effects of plan asymmetry, or lateral-torsional coupling, are measured
    
by the deviations of us/uo and urn.Juo from unity and ed/r from zero. The s/ua max/u0  d/r   
dynamic amplification of torsional deformation is measured by the increase
  i    
of ed/es above unity, which implies that the peak torsional deformation ex­
 d s ti n 
ceeds its value due to static application of the lateral force (or base shear
    
Vo) at aa distance ees from the CS. How the effects of plan asymmetry varyB) at  dist  s fr t  .  t   
with the uncoupled lateral vibration period T, the uncoupled torsional-to­
lateral frequency  fl . and the stiffness eccentricity ratioss   ejrJr is inves­
 
 ratio 11e , 
tigated in the subsequent sections. 
INFLUENCE OF UNCOUPLED LATERAL VIBRATION PERIODI    I I  I  
The variation of us/uo and ed/es  are pre­
sented for elastic systems and for two types of inelastic systems: systems 
 s/u0 d/ s against the vibration period T
 
with equal strength and stiffness eccentricitiesss  (ep =  es) and strength-sym­
metric \e = 0) systems. Such plots are shown in Figs. 4-6 for three values( p    
of ejr =  fixed value of fle = 1; and for  inelastic s/r  0.05, 0.2, and 0.5; a  11  

systems, a single value of  c 0.25. Similar plots are shown in Figs.  and
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Ratio of Peak Lateral Deformations of Asymmetric- and Symmetric-PianFIG. 5.
 t l  
Systems »s/«„ and Ratio of Dynamic and Static Eccentricities ed/e, for Inelasticu, uo t  
Systems with = e, and  = 0.25; ejr = 0.05, 0.2, and 0.5; Oe = 1. and € = 5%epp s  c sfr , . n.  , ~  
8 for each of the two types of inelastic systems, for two values of the yield 
factor  = 0.25 and 0.5, and compared with elastic systems; es/r is fixed 
 ,
 c  jr
at 0.2 and fle at 1. In Fig. 9, umlUi/u0 is plotted against  for these inelastic O  ax o  T  
systems and compared with elastic systems for  fixed value of ejr = 0.2. a  s/r  
The frequency  is chosen as unity to emphasize the effects of plan asym­ ratio  ts  
metry on the response of elastic systems. System responses to the simple  
input and El Centro excitation were computed for the same set of system  
parameters; however, when required for clarity, some of the curves have  
been omitted from the figures associated with the El Centro excitation.          . 
Plan asymmetry causes torsional deformation, as shown by ed > 0 in Figs. d  
4-6, which does not occur in the corresponding symmetric-plan system. It   
also modifies the lateral deformation u„ experienced by the correspondingi  Uo experienced by the cor esponding 
symmetric-plan system, resulting in  smaller or larger deformation ws,  a i  Us> de­
pending on the lateral vibration period  In contrast, plan asymmetry was T.  
shown to reduce the lateral deformation of  system no matter what its vi­i   a
bration period when the structural response was calculated by response spec­ 
trum analysis of elastic systems with the ground motion characterized by           
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Systems with epp = 0 and c = 0.25; ejrs/r = 0.05,0.2, and 0.5;, 0.  fln.e = 1,, and %== 5%	  ~ 5% 
smooth spectra (Hejal and Chopra 1989). Thus, it is apparent that the effects    
of plan asymmetry in the time-history response of elastic systems vary with     
period  especially for realistic excitations, such as the El Centra ground T,  I o  
motion. As ejr increases, i.e., as the structural plan becomes more asym­s/r  
metric, the variability of us/ua for elastic systems with respect to the period  /uo  
increases, implying that the effects of plan asymmetry become increasinglyT  i  
sensitive to the period  T. In contrast, the ratio ed/es is most sensitive to the/es  
period for elastic systems with small eccentricity. However, the period de­ 
pendence of the effects of plan asymmetry tends to be less pronounced for  ts    
inelastic systems and decreases with increasing inelastic action (decreasing         
c) (Figs.  and 8). 7  
The plan-asymmetry effects are especially significant for medium-periodtr  ts l  i a t   
systems in the velocity-sensitive and neighboring transition regions of theiti   f  
spectrum, where these effects are sensitive to the stiffness eccentricity (Figs.ts f ess it   
4-6) and to the yield factor (Figs.  and 8). The ratio ed/es of dynamic  r  7 /  f  
eccentricity to its static value tends to reach its largest value for medium-it  t  ­
period, velocity-sensitive systems. This dynamic amplification of torsionalt · i  i tion f  
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deformation is largest for elastic systems with the smallest eJr (Fig.  but  ,/r  4)  
is smaller for inelastic systems (Figs.  and 6). As the yield factor  5  c de­
creases, implying reduction in yield strength and increasing inelastic action, 
the ed/es value becomes smaller (Figs.  and 8). The dynamic eccentricity     . 7  .    
is generally larger in the case of the El Centra excitation as compared to thei  r ll  l r r i  t    t  I tro it ti   r  t  t  
simple input.i l  i t. 
The lateral deformation us of velocity-sensitive, asymmetric-plan systemsU     
can be significantly different—larger or smaller—than u„ of the symmetric-l  ferent-l er ler-t  Uo of the symmetric~ 
plan system (Figs. 4-6). With increasing inelastic action (decreasing c), thisl  t  i . . it  i i  i l ti  ti  i  ), t i  
difference tends to decrease, and the deformation of the asymmetric-plani  t  t  ,  t  ti   t  t i l  
system becomes closer to that of the symmetric-plan system (Figs.  and 8).s st  s l s r t  t t f t  s tri - l  s st  ( i s. 7  ). 
The  us/u„ of lateral deformations of the asymmetric-plan and the ratio , o    l   
corresponding symmetric-plan systems is affected very little by plan asym­i  t i l  t  i  t d  littl   l  
metry (Figs. 4-6) or by inelastic behavior (Figs.  and 8) in the short-period,t  i .    i l ti  i  i . 7   i  t  t i , 
acceleration-sensitive and long-period, displacement-sensitive spectral re­l r ti - iti   l - ri , i l t- iti  tr l r ­
gions of both excitations. In the limit, as  becomes very short or very long,i  f t  it ti . I  t  li it, s T  r  rt r r  l , 
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it can be shown analytically that the lateral deformation of an asymmetric-ti  f ­
plan system is the same as that of the corresponding symmetric-plan system   l   
(Goel and Chopra 1990a). From earlier studies on SDF systems, it is known  
that inelastic behavior has  smaller influence on the response of long-period, a   f  
displacement-sensitive systems. Because plan asymmetry also has little in­ .       
fluence on the response of such systems, the  us/u„ for inelastic systemsfl   t  r  f  t , t  ratior ti  ,/uo f r i l ti  t  
also approaches one regardless of the yield strength (Figs. 5-8). However,l  r   r r l  f t  i l  tr t  ( i . - ). r, 
it is not entirely clear why the  us/u0 for short-period, acceleration­it i  t tir l  l r  t  ratior ti  ,/uo f r rt- ri , l r ti -
sensitive, inelastic systems also becomes close to one.se siti e, i elastic s ste s als  ec es cl se t  e. 
The dynamic amplification of torsional deformation,, characterizedi  byi   
ed/es, in the acceleration-sensitive spectral region is quite different between/en i  t  l r ti - iti  tr l r i  i  it  iff r t t  
elastic and inelastic systems. As  becomes very short, ed/es for elastic sys­l ti   i l ti  t .  T  r  rt, /e, f r l ti  ­
tems approaches one (Fig. 4), indicating that the torsional deformation ist  r   ( i . ), i i ti  t t t  t r i l f r ti n i  
equal to that resulting from static application of the lateral force (or basel t  t t r lti  fr  t ti  li ti  f t  l t r l f r  ( r  
shear) V„ at a distance es from the CS (Goel and Chopra 1990a). However,s ear) o at a distance e, fro  the CS (Goel and Chopra 1990a). However, 
ed/es for inelastic systems tends to zero as the period becomes very short,e /e, for inelastic syste s tends to zero as the period beco es very short, 
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implying very little torsional deformation (Figs. 5-8). As seen in Fig. 5,    
there are exceptions to this trend because the torsional stiffness of systemsss   
with large stiffness eccentricity and small yield strength may become zeross  
for extended time durations, leading to increased torsional deformation (Goel o  
and Chopra 1990a). 
The values of ed/es in the long-period, displacement-sensitive spectral re­ /e. 
gion tend to be smaller for inelastic systems compared to elastic systems 
(Figs.  and 8). In the limit, as  becomes very long, ed/es for elastic sys­ 7  T /e. 
tems can be shown to approach zero, implying very little torsional defor­
mation (Goel and Chopra 1990a). It is not known whether this limiting value 
of ed/es is also valid for inelastic systems, but ed/es for such systems de­ /e. i  l  li  f r i l ti  t , t /e. f r  t  ­
creases as  becomes long (Figs. 5-8).  T   . . 
The aforementioned observations on the effects of plan asymmetry on the
    
earthquake response of one-story systems, and how these effects are influ­  
enced by inelastic action, are more easily discernible from the response re­
sults for the various spectral regions of the simple input. They also apply  
in  rough overall sense to the corresponding spectral regions of the El Cen­ a l  I
 tro excitation, although the trends are much more irregular and complicated. r  
They would tend to smooth out if the responses were averaged over several     f    
earthquake excitations.  
The normalized element deformation i  t tion umax/uax/u0o is plotted against the vibra­t  t 
tion period  in Fig.  for the simple and El Centra excitations. Over  wide  T  9  I o  a  
range of T-values in the acceleration- and velocity-sensitive spectral regions f  iti    
of both excitations, but for  few exceptions, the element deformation isf  t  a t tion  
increased by asymmetry of plan. In the displacement-sensitive region, the  f iti e  
deformation is affected very little by plan asymmetry (Fig. 9). Theelementt tion cted       
increase in element deformation due to plan asymmetry is generally smaller t ti n  l   
for inelastic systems, especially for strength-symmetric p = 0) systems,,  ,   i  (ep  
compared to elastic systems. With increasing inelastic action, i.e., decreas­   .    , . ., 
ing  tends to become closer to one, which implies that, with someummi/u0      ,   ,   c,, ax/uo 
exceptions, the element deformation is affected less by plan asymmetry (Fig.,   ti n  ted     . 
9). These effects of inelastic behavior are more pronounced in the acceler­).  ff ts  i l ti  i r r  r  r  i  t  l r­
ation- and velocity-sensitive regions of the spectrum but are negligible inti -  l it -s siti  r i s f t  s tr  t r  li i l  i  
the displacement-sensitive spectral region. The increase in element defor­t  is l t-s siti  s tr l r i .  i r s  i  l t f r­
mation of elastic systems due to plan asymmetry is about the same for theation f elastic syste s due to plan asy etry is about the sa e for the 
two excitations, but for inelastic systems, the increase is larger in the caset o excitations, but for inelastic syste s, the increase is larger in the case 
of the El Centra excitation.f the I entro excitation. 
INFLUENCE OF FREQUENCY RATIO AND STIFFNESS ECCENTRICITY 
The normalized responses us/u0 and ed/ed/e5s of elastic systems are plotted ins/uo 
Fig. 10 against the uncoupled torsional-to-lateral frequency ratio £le for threeI  0 0  
values of the normalized eccentricity ejr, and in Fig. 1 against ejr for  sfr, 1  sfr  
several values of ft 0 e0.• Next, the same responses of inelastic systems with  ep 
= ens, and strength-symmetrict  (e(epp = 0) inelastic systems, each for two values) i l t , t l  
of  = 0.25 and 0.5, are compared with the elastic system responses in Figs. c  
12-15. Subsequently, normalized element deformation  of these in­umia/u0   . ,   i  x/uo 
elastic systems and elastic systems are compared in Figs. 16 and 17. Since        .   .  
the effects of plan asymmetry were shown earlier to be most pronounced int  ff ts  l  tr  r   rli r t   t r  i  
the medium-period, velocity-sensitive spectral region,  lateral vibration pe­t  i - ri , l it - iti  tr l r i , a l t r l i r ti  ­
riod value representative of this region is chosen:ri  l  r r s t ti  f t is r i  is s : T/ti/t1 =  1.5 with the simple.  it  t  si l
input andi t  T = I in case of the EI Centro input.1 i  s  f t  l tra i t. 
For elastic systems, the lateral deformation us of the asymmetric-plan sys­ Us  
tem is smaller than the deformation u„ of the corresponding symmetric-plan Uo of the cor esponding symmetric-plan 
system, and over  wide range of parameters, ed/es exceeds one, indicating a  /es  
dynamic amplification of torsional deformation (Figs. 10 and 11). Thesei    . .  
effects of plan asymmetry tend to increase as ejr increases, i.e., the system  sfr  
plan becomes increasingly asymmetric. Thus, us is increasingly reduced be­Us 
low uo0 as es/rjr increases, and the torsional deformation, as indicated by,    ,   ed, U  d, 
increases as ejr becomes larger, although the  ed/es is largest for the  s/r  ,   ratio      
smallest ejr.ll t es/r. 
The effects of plan asymmetry on the response of elastic systems depend    
in an important way on fl9, the ratio of uncoupled torsional and lateral fre­0 0 ,  
quencies (Fig. 10). For slightly asymmetric systems (small es/r), these ef­. /r), e
fects are most pronounced in systems with equal torsional and lateral fre­f
quencies (O00e = 1  )1) compared to any other value of fV0 0• As ejr increases, s/r  
the asymmetry effects are not necessarily most pronounced at O0 0e = 1. In.  
the case of simple input, uJu/ UBo reaches its minimum value at fle-values below    , s      Oo-val   
unity, while ed/es reaches its maximum at fle larger than unity; the trendsit , il  /es r  it  i  t 0 0 l r r t  it ; t  tr  
are not as systematic in the case of the El Centra excitation. In both cases,r  t  t ti  i  t    t  I tro it ti . I  t  , 
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the sharp peak at Oe around one for systems with small ejr becomes flatter./r  
as ejr increases, resulting in less dependence of response on il9 in the range./r  Oe  
0.8-1.25, which covers many buildings (Hart et al. 1975). 
The response of inelastic systems to the simple input is affected by fte t  O  
and ejr in  manner similar to elastic systems but generally to  lesser./r  a  a  
degree (Figs. 12-15). With decreasing yield factor  which implies in­ c,
creased inelastic action, the peak of ed/es, which still occurs for systems  St  
with fle around one, becomes smaller and flatter, implying less dynamicO  
amplification of torsional deformation and its decreasing dependence on Oeti           
(Figs. 12 and 13). Yielding of the system decreases the dynamic amplifi­.   .        
cation of torsional deformation and its dependence on ile for two reasons:ti   t r i l f r ti   it    O  f r t  r : 
(1) The uncoupled torsional and lateral vibration frequencies, which are close( )  l  t r i l  l t r l i r ti  fr i , i  r  l  
to each other in  system with initial elastic value of fie «* 1, are temporarilyt   t r i  a t  it  i iti l l ti  l   O  = , r  t r ril  
separated because of inelastic action; and (2) the system behaves as rigid ins r t  s  f i l sti  ti ;  ( ) t  s st  s s ri i  i  
torsion for extended time durations as the yield strength decreases (Goel andt rsi  f r t  ti  r ti s s t  i l  str t  r s s ( a l  
Chopra 1990a). Secondly, as the yield factor  decreases, implying greaterr  ). l , s t  i l  f t r c r s s, i l i  r t r 
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yielding, ed/es becomes increasingly independent of ejr (Figs. 14 and 15)/e.   ./r  
because in  yielding system, the instantaneous CS may move farther from a   
its initial elastic location or shift to the opposite side, leading to cancellation  
of the effects of eccentricity. It is apparent from Figs. 14 and 15 that inelastic   .    .      
action causes the greatest reduction in ed/es for systems with the smallest      /e.      
eccentricity ratio, in which case the elastic response is magnified most; thet i it  ti , i  i   t  l ti   i  i i  t; t  
response of systems with large ejr is reduced to  lesser degree by yielding.r  f t  it  l r  slr i  r  t  a l r r   i l i .
For  wide range of ejr and ile values,l s, ed/esjes is less than one for systemis l ss t   f r s str aa i e ra e f ./r a  110 
with small yield strength, especially for strength-symmetric systems (Figs.it  s all iel  stre t , es eciall  f r stre t -s etric s ste s ( i s.
12-15).- ). 
The lateral deformation l   us of inelastic systems with epp  due to theUs     = e.s    
simple input decreases below u„ because of plan asymmetry (Fig. 12), as ini  i    Uo because of plan asymmetry (Fig. 12), as in 
the case of elastic systems (Fig. 10). The reduction tends to be the largestt    l ti  t  ( i . ).  r ti  t  t   t  l r t 
for the fle-value where the ed/es is the largest. As the yield factor decreases,f r t  11o- l  r  t  / . is t  l r st. s t  i l  f t r r s s, 
implying increased inelastic action, the reduction in the lateral deformationi l i  i crease  i elastic acti , t e re cti  i  t e lateral ef r ati  
due to plan asymmetry becomes smaller in systems with smaller ejr; how-e t  la  as etr  ec es s aller i  s ste s it  s aller slr; ­
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ever, the greater reduction occurs for the larger stiffness eccentricities (Fig.ss  
14). In the case of strength-symmetric p 0) inelastic systems, yielding (e  =  
affects the variationt   of  ujuslu0 o with fle in  much different way than in inelasticOQ  a t  
systems with ep — es, resulting in increased lateral deformation for asym­= "  
metric-plan systems with larger fle and ejr or very small Oe (Fig. 13).OQ ,/r Q  
As OQ increases above one,Le., as the system becpmes increasingly stifffle , i.  o f 
in torsion, the normalized responses of the elastic system are less sensitive  
to es/r, /u„ approaches one, indicating that the lateral deformation is af­, , usl os i  
fected very little by plan asymmetry, and ed/es also tends to one, implying/e,  
that the dynamic torsional deformation is the same as the static torsional  
deformation defined previously (Fig. 10). These limiting values are analyt­i    
ically demonstrated by Goel and Chopra (1990a). In particular, for systemso l .  
with fte  2, the normalized responses are not sensitive to ejr, and the OQ > ,        ,/r,   
effects of plan asymmetry on lateral deformation may be ignored and thet             
dynamic amplification of torsional deformation neglected. Even for yieldingi  lifi ti  f t r i l f r ti  l t .  f r i l i  
systems, the effects of plan asymmetry on lateral deformation may be ig­t , t  ff t   l  tr   l t r l f r ti    i ­
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Systems uju„ and Ratio of Dynamic and Static Eccentricities e,,/e, for Elastic Sys­,/uo i d/e, for Elastic Sys­
tems and Inelastic Systems 0;  0.25 and 0.5);  1.5 for Simple Inputti (ep  =   c =   T/t, =   
and  for El Centra Input; ejr =  0.2 and =  5% T =  1 I o ,/r £~ 
nored (Figs. 12 and 13). However, the dynamic amplification of torsionalti    
deformation may be significant for some values of the yield factor c.. t  
As ne becomes small, i.e., the elastic system becomes increasingly flex­il9 
ible in torsion, ed approaches zero, implying no torsional deformation, re­
gardless of the stiffness eccentricity. However, the lateral deformation u„isis ss i  Us 
sensitive to the stiffness eccentricity, with a limiting valuess  of  u,jus/u0o approx­
imately equal to 1/[1  (ejr)2], which approaches one as ejr becomes + ,jr)2] , s/r  
small (Fig. 10). This approximation deteriorates as the stiffness eccentricityss  
increases. These limiting values are analytically demonstrated by Goel and.          
Chopra (1990a). Inelastic action has little influence on ed/es, which tendsr  (l9 ). I l ti  ti   littl  i fl   /e., i  t  
to zero as Qe becomes small for all  of  (Figs. 12 and 13). However,t  r   0,9  ll f r ll valuesl   c ( i .   ). r, 
the limiting value of us/u0o seems to be different for the two types of inelastict  li iti  l  f ,jU s s t   iff r t f r t  t  t s f i l sti  
systems and depends on  with no apparently systematic trends.s st s  s  c it   r tl  s st ti  tr s. 
The reduction in the lateral deformation us of the asymmetric-plan systemi  Us   
below the deformationi  Uuo0 of the corresponding symmetric-plan system due   
to plan asymmetry, observed in this section, for systems with fixed value  
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of the vibration period T may not occur for other values of T; on the con­  
trary, as indicated in the preceding section, plan asymmetry may increase usUs 
over u„ for systems with other T-values. However, the effect of plan asym­Uo for systems with other T-values. However, the ef ect of plan asym­
metry on the lateral deformation, which makes us different—larger or smaller—Us fferent- r a ler­
than Uo is likely to become close to u„, withu0 is likely to decrease, i.e., Usu Uoo  
all the factors identified in this section.i   
The effects of plan asymmetry on the response of inelastic systems aret     
similar in  rough overall sense for the simple input and the El Centro ex­ a I
citation but differ considerably in detail and for certain  of Oe andr  values  110  
ejr.sfr. Furthermore, the variation ofnn  us/us/u0o with fle or ejr is much more com­110 s/r 
plicated and irregular for the El Centro excitation. In particular, these com­I
plications result in increased lateral deformations in highly asymmetric-plan  
systems (large ejr) for some values of fle; the increases are relatively small,sfr)  110;  
however. These differences are in part because of the irregular shape of thes    
response spectrum for  single ground motion. They are likely to decrease   a   .      
if the results were averaged over several ground motions. The values        .   
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 l  
Systems us/u„ and Ratio of Dynamic and Static Eccentricities eje, for Elastic Sys­, o and Ratio of Dynamic and Static Eccentricities ed/e, for Elastic Sys­
tems and Inelastic Systemsti  (e<?„p = 0; = 0.25 and 0.5); T/t, = 1.5 for Simple Input  c   
and T for El Centra Input;  n0 ~ 5%and £ =  =  1 I o  . =  1 
of ed/e, for elastic systems are about the same for both excitations, but in
 d/es  
the case of inelastic systems, they tend to be larger for the EI Centro input. 
Over a wide range of fl 0 e0 a nd ejr values, the maximum element defor­
 l
and sfr i  l t 
mation Mmax in an asymmetric-plan system due to the simple input is gen­ Urnax  
erally, but not always, larger than the element deformation u0 in the cor­i  Uo 
responding symmetric-plan system (Figs. 16 and 17). This increase in Mmax  U rn  
tends to increase with the stiffness eccentricity es/r (Fig. 17), but itsss fr  de­
pendence on fle is not strong or systematic (Fig. 16). The increase in wmax0 0 Urn  
due to plan asymmetry may be larger or smaller in inelastic systems. For 
the smaller values of  implying much yielding, umax/u„ is close to one (Fig.    c,,   , rnax/uo     . 
16), especially for strength-symmetric = 0) systems. However, for some,    (epp   . ,   
values of for inelastic systems may be larger than that for elasticmsoi/u0            c,, urnax/ Uo 
systems (Fig. 16). As an exception to the general trend, the element defor­t  ( i . ).   ti  t  t  r l tr , t  l t f r­
mation decreases because of plan asymmetry for very small values of Oe inti  r    l  tr  f r r  ll l  f 0 0 i  
the case of simple input. Furthermore, as the yield factor decreases, implying 
increased inelastic action, Umax/uo (Fig. 
t  s  f si l  i t. rt r r , s t  i l  f t r r s s, i l i
i r s  i l sti  ti , u^/iio becomes increasingly insensitive to Os i r si l  i s siti  t  0 e0 ( i . 
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16). While the variation of umax/u0  or es/r is gradual in case of the x/uo with ileno /r   
simple input, it is irregular for the El Centro excitation. In particular, the 
"max increases over u„,' as in the case of simple input,  for some values ofUmax Uo  
ejr, but decreases relative to ua for other values of es/r (Fig. 17). Similarly,jr, Uo  ,jr   
Mmax decreases below u„ becausebecause of plan asymmetry for sporadic values ofof plan asymmetry for sporadic values ofUmax Uo 
fl„ (Fig. 16). If the results were averaged over several ground motions, theno . .         ,  
variations would tend to be smoother.ri ti  l  t  t   t r. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Plan asymmetry causes torsional deformation, which does not occur in the 
corresponding symmetric-plan system; modifies the lateral deformation ex­i  
perienced by the corresponding symmetric-plan system, resulting in  smaller a  
or larger deformation; and generally increases the largest of peak deforma­  
tions among all resisting elements compared to the deformation of the same   
element in the corresponding symmetric-plan system.     . 
The effects of plan asymmetry on the lateral and torsional deformationst    
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of elastic systems depend significantly on the uncoupled lateral vibration tl    
period of the system, especially for realistic excitations, such as the El Cen­  I
tra ground motion, and are most pronounced in the medium-period, velocity­o   
sensitive spectral region and the neighboring transition regions of the spec­        f  
trum. However, the period dependence of the effects of plan asymmetry is. ,      ts     
less pronounced for inelastic systems and decreases with increased yieldingl  r  f r i l ti  t   r  it  i r  i l i  
that results from decreasing yield strength.t at res lts fr  ecreasi  iel  stre t . 
The lateral deformation of short-period, acceleration-sensitive and long-  iti  ­
period, displacement-sensitive systems is affected very little by plan asym­ ted  
metry or by inelastic behavior. The dynamic amplification of torsional de­t    i l ti  i .  i  li i ti n f t i l 
formation is quite different between elastic and inelastic systems. The dy­f r ti  i  it  iff r t t  l ti   i l ti  t .  ­
namic torsional deformation of elastic systems becomes equal to its statici  t rsi l f r ti  f l sti  s st s s l t  its st ti  
value—the deformation due to applied at  distance es—for very short-lue-t  f r ti   t  Voa li  t a ist  ,-f r r  s rt­
period systems, and zero for very long-period systems. However, very long-eri  s ste s, a  zer  f r er  l - eri  s ste s. e er, er  l ­
period as well as very short-period inelastic systems generally experienceperiod as ell as very short-period inelastic syste s generally experience 
very little torsional deformation.very little torsional defor ation. 
 The effects of plan asymmetry on the response of elastic systems dependt     
in an important way on the ratio Oe of uncoupled torsional and lateral fre­e  
quencies, and are most pronounced in systems with close frequencies. In 
particular, considerable dynamic amplification of the torsional deformationti    
occurs for systems with ile around unity, and this amplification is greaterO  ti   
for slightly asymmetric (small values of normalized stiffness eccentricity ss 
es/r) systems. The modification of lateral deformation is largest for highlyes/r)     
asymmetric (large ejr) systems. Because of yielding of the system, the peak  sfr) .      ,   
of ed/es, which still occurs for systems with fie around one, becomes smaller /e..       O   ,   
and flatter implying less dynamic amplification of torsional deformation and     ti    i   
its decreasing dependence on fie- As the yield strength of the systemit  r i    0 .  t  i l  tr t   t  t  de­­
creases, implying increased yielding, the torsional deformation decreases andr , i l i  i r  i l i , t  t r i l f r ti  r   
it becomes increasingly insensitive to ejr.it s i r si l  i s siti  t  es/r. 
The lateral deformation of torsionally very stiff (large Oe) systems is af­  ff il9
fected very little by plan asymmetry, and their dynamic torsional deforma­
tion is essentially the same as the static value. In particular, for systems with  
Oe  2, the normalized responses are not sensitive to ejr, and the effects >  sfr, eff  
of plan asymmetry on lateral deformation may be ignored and the dynamic   
amplification of torsional deformation neglected. This conclusion is valid forti     
elastic systems and generally for inelastic systems as well, except that in the 
latter case the dynamic amplification of torsional deformation may be sig­i   i  
nificant for some values of yield strength.t      . 
The largest of the peak deformations among all resisting elements is gen­
  
erally increased by plan asymmetry for systems in the acceleration- and ve­
locity-sensitive regions of the spectrum; however, the element deformation  
is affected little by plan asymmetry in the displacement-sensitive region. Fort    
elastic systems, this increase in element deformation becomes larger as thei   
stiffness eccentricity increases and is relatively insensitive to the frequencyss ' t i fr  
ratio. The increase in element deformation due to plan asymmetry is gen­ 
erally smaller for inelastic systems, especially for strength-symmetric  (ep == 
0) systems, compared to elastic systems. With increasing inelastic action, 
the element deformation in an asymmetric-plan system becomes closer to  i         
that of the symmetric-plan system.    . 
As mentioned earlier, the response of inelastic systems is affected less by t   
plan asymmetry compared to elastic systems. Between the two types of in­ 
elastic systems considered, the response of strength-symmetric systems is  
affected by plan asymmetry to  generally smaller degree compared to sys­t   a
tems with equal stiffness and strength eccentricities. In particular, the dy­ss 
namic amplification of torsional deformation is smaller, and the increase in ti      ,     
element deformation due to plan asymmetry is less in strength-symmetric i          
systems.t . 
The effects of plan asymmetry on structural response are similar in ant   
overall sense for the corresponding spectral regions of the simple input and  
the El Centra excitation, but may differ considerably in detail; furthermore, I o ,   r    f rt , 
the variation of these effects with various systems parameters is more com­t  ri ti   t  ff t  it  ri  t  r t r  i  r  ­
plicated in the case of the latter excitation. These complications are in partlicate  i  t e case f t e latter e citati . ese c licati s are i  art
due to the irregular shape of the response spectrum for  single ground mo­due to the irregular shape of the response spectru  for aa single ground o­
tion; they would depend on the ground-motion properties and details, andtion; they ould depend on the ground- otion properties and details, and 
are likely to decrease if the results are averaged over several ground motions.are likely to decrease if the results are averaged over several ground motions. 
Because the effects of plan asymmetry have been investigated in this paperBecause the effects of plan asymmetry have been investigated in this paper
using a broad-frequency-band earthquake motion, the conclusions may notusing a broad-frequency-band earthquake motion, the conclusions may notbe valid for narrow-band excitations.be valid for narrow-band excitations. 
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